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MANUFACTURING TECHNOLOGY FOR DEVICE FABRICATION
Abstract
Research about exploitation the potential of waste and sludge increased drastically in the recent years. One of
the most promising alternative methods of waste management is Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC), which generate
clean bio-electricity using microorganisms. Organic compounds, sewage, municipal solid waste could be used
as a source for microbial nutrition. The construction of MFC is one of the most important parameter in
laboratory studies and during scale-up. The efficiency of MFC depends on many factors including type of
membrane. To obtain optimization in terms of various operating conditions, a prototype of Microbial Fuel Cell
with exchangeable membrane was projected and fabricated by additive manufacturing (AM) technology. This
novel device allows to research effects of different types of separator membranes. Preliminary research
showed possibility to produce 3D printed MFC systems.
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Introduction
According to the increasing electrical energy demand, resource limitation and environmental pollution, there is
actually common consensus to use renewable energy sources instead of fossil fuels. This has resulted in the
emergence of eco-friendly, alternative power source, which are neutral to greenhouse effect. In recent years,
an increasing interest in a solution enabling to gain energy and raw material from waste by bioconversion is
being observed. Biotransformation is a conversion of organic materials, such as biodegradable waste, into
usable products or energy sources. The transformation is possible because of biological processes or agents,
such as certain microorganisms, bacteria, some detritivores or enzymes.
Fuel cells are electrochemical devices that produce energy in the form of electricity as a result of a chemical
reaction (energy is stored in molecular bonds). Since 1911, when the bacteria that could produce electricity
were discovered, interest in this ability and associated technologies, which exploit the electric potential of
microbes, has grown [1, 2]. One of the most promising solutions, which makes use of biotransformation, is
Microbial Fuel Cell (MFC) [2]. A microbial fuel cell is a man-made biological system in which electric energy is
directly produced from biodegradable matter in presence of microorganisms.
In MFCs bacteria or microorganisms are being used as the catalysts to oxidize organic and inorganic matter and
generate electrical current [3]. The fuel cell provides the natural environment for biological processes and leads
to the necessity for ensuring adequate living conditions for microorganisms. During consumption of feedstock
microorganisms produce electrons, which, after being released are thereafter transported to the electron
acceptor. Hence, microbacterial energy is directly converted to electricity. Simplified working principle is shown
in Fig. 1. Microorganisms grow in the surface of conductive anode in anaerobic chamber. Generated electrons
are transported into cathode placed in aerobic chamber. Two chambers are physically separated by membrane,
which enables protons movement.
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Fig. 1. Operating principle of MFC
Source: Author’s

Most MFCs contain a membrane to separate the chambers. In anode compartment, oxidation takes place while
in the cathode, reduction process is observed. During oxidation the electrons are produced and transferred
directly to an electrode or, to a redox agent. The electron flux is transported to the cathode. By convention, a
positive current flows from the positive to the negative terminal, in a direction opposite to that of electron flow
[4]. Next steps of the process are presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Process of bioelectricity generation in MFC
Source: Author’s

Electrical output is limited in MFCs and one aspect of this limitation might be directly related to the
microorganisms that are established on the anode and their extracellular electron transfer efficiency [5].
Many researches about exploitation of MFC in power extraction from wastewater in the form of electricity by
the bioconversion process were conducted all over the world. The results indicated that it is possible to realize
the electricity generation by MFC. Sludge store nine times more energy than it is needed to their disposal using
conventional method [6]. The idea of using microorganism as biocatalyst in fuel cells is not novel, it has more
than 100 years old history. Researches on this field were conducted most intensively in the 60s and 70s of the
last century [7, 8]. It is extensively thought that efficient production of electric energy using MFC necessitate
the addition of expensive exogenous mediators. However, in 1999 a cell which energy was generated by
natural existing bacteria, without using additional mediators [9]. The results of this discovery led to renewing
the interest in this topic, especially in the face of the need of inventing new, alternative renewable power
sources. Therefore, MFC became a promising technology, allowing to gain electric energy [10].
There are different types of microbial electrochemical technologies (MET) - microbial fuel cells (MFC) and
microbial electrolysis cells (MEC). MEC is partially reversing the process to generate hydrogen or methane from
organic material by applying an electric current.
Efficiency MFC and key parameters - theory
MFC construction
The principle of operating the easiest MFC depends on converted chemical energy, contained in compound,
directly to electric energy. It is possible thanks to microorganism oxidizing organic matter in anodic
compartment and transferring electron on closely located electrode while protons are being released to
solution. This process occurs in anaerobic condition. Electrons are moving to cathode, through external electric
circuit. It causes potential difference between anode and cathode and generation of electric current.
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Simultaneously protons, generated on anode migrate through semipermeable membrane to oxygenated
cathode. On cathode there is chemical or microbiological process of reduction, where protons combine with
electrons and oxygen created water [11].
There are many different components of MFCs which are key factors in MFC constructions and operation.
Electrodes, wirings, material of cell and size play an important role. Apart from that fuel cells can be classified
in two types on the basis of number of compartments or chambers. Anodic chamber contain organic
substances that are consumed by microbes, which simultaneously generating electron and proton. Cathode
chamber is filled with electron acceptor, which not interferes with microorganisms. According to the upon
requirements, the most simple MFC prototype is double or single chambered.
Dual chamber cell was first and the easiest model of MFC. Microbiological cells could function also in other
configuration. In view of necessity continuous aeration solution in cathode compartments in order to furnish
oxygen for reduction reaction, modification this basic model was started. The main aims of changes were
implemented to reduce processes costs and to increase the efficiency of MFC. The one chamber cells have
been constructed, in which resigned from membrane separate both electrode and cathode have directly
contact with air [12, 13]. In a single compartment MFC System, an anodic chamber is connected to a porous air
cathode. Transfer of electron to cathode, separated by gas diffusion layer to complete circuit. This type of MFC
is more versatile because of limited requirement of periodic recharging with oxidative agent. Moreover, onechamber construction ensures flexibility and lower investment costs. Also proposed another cell’s
configuration: flat [14], cylindrical, tubular [15] or grouped in systems enabling efficient continuous operation
of these bioreactors [16]. Introduced difference concerned also way feed cells, for example substratum was
doze to anode chamber continuously or in parties [17]. In open sedimentary systems used electrode
combination to obtain energy, used to power telemetry device on bottom of sea or ocean [18]. Generally, in
double compartment MFC systems consist of an anodic and cathodic chamber separated by proton exchange
membrane, which allow proton transfer, while disallow diffusion of oxygen into anode. This type of
construction is commonly used to waste treatment in lab-scale evaluation.

Fig.3. Different type of electrode: a) flat electrode, b) net electrode, c) steel wool electrode
Source: Author’s

MFCs are being constructed using a variety of materials, and in an ever increasing diversity of configurations
(see Fig. 3). The types of materials applied successfully as MFC’s electrodes as well as their architecture details
were previously described [19]. During laboratory studies MFC systems are tested under a range of conditions
that include differences in temperature, electrode surface areas, pH, type of membrane, electron acceptor, size
and operation time.
Microorganisms which produce electricity
Energy production in microbiological fuel cells is possible due to microorganisms, mainly bacteria, which after
oxidizing substratum to carbon dioxide while protons and electrons are releasing, transport the latter outside
cell. Part of species additionally instead transport electrons on exogenous acceptor, forward it directly an
anode. Such a phenomenon is named exoelectrogenesis [20].
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Main source of microorganism to MFC is usually rich in microorganism sediments, soil or waste samples. [21,
22]. In addition, attempts are often made to use previously activated sludge derived from plant-based
wastewater treatment processes or from other previously operated MFCs [23, 24, 25]. Usually mixed culture of
microbes is used for anaerobic digestion of substrate as complex mixed culture permits broad substrate
utilization.) . Organic component like: marine sediment, soil, wastewater and activated sludge are rich source
of microbes that can be used in MFCs catalytic units. Because of using various type of inoculum in the anode
chamber representatives of many species of microorganisms can be found in the biofilm. In addition to the
numerous unidentified organisms, are among them bacteria belonging to classes: Alfaproteobacteria,
Betaproteobacteria, Gammaproteobacteria, Deltaproteobacteria, Clostridia, Bacteroidetes, Flavobacteria,
Sphingobacteria, Deferribacteres, Spirochaetes, Planctomycetes, Nitrospirales [26, 27, 28]. Undoubtedly, the
bacteria themselves are used properly in all current MFCs [29].
Diversity of microbial communities within MFC is determined not only by origin of sample inoculum, but also
kind of fuel, presence of mediators or oxygen conditions in bioreactor [27]. To avoid compete oxygen with
electron carries (mediators), in mostly MFC anode should be placed under anaerobic conditions [26]. In energy
generating systems, in precisely anaerobic conditions, Geobacter, pose over 70% of all microorganisms present
on anode surface and initially suspected, that this type of bacteria plays a major role in energy generation. But
in another MFC, where reactor allows to oxygen leak to anode chamber, dominate organism more tolerant of
oxygen [17]. In most case in community of microorganism dominant are representatives of Gram-negative
species of bacteria belonging to type Proteobacteria, but species composition and quantity representatives
belonging to particular classes is changing depending on inoculum type, using in cell or material from which
anode was made [21, 30].
The most effective MFCs utilize multi- species bioanode where microbes have grown as a biofilm [31]. Mixed
culture or microbial consortia seem to be more durable and efficient than single strains, which require sterile
conditions. What is more isolation of mixture of species from natural sources is much easier and the total cost
of the process is lower. There are some regular MFCs designs which explore metabolic tendency of single
microbial species to generate electricity, for example: Shewanella species, Pseudomonas species, Geobacter
species [32]. The use of pure cultures has also some technical limitations [23].
Substrates
MFCs offer the possibility of extracting electric current from a wide range of soluble or dissolved complex
organic wastes and renewable biomass. A large number of substrates have been explored as feed, the pure
substances as: glucose, cysteine, ethanol, acetate or mixture of biodegradable organic waste: municipal solid
waste, industrial and agriculture wastewaters. The major substrates that have been tried include various kinds
of artificial and real wastewaters and lignocellulosic biomass [2]. Substrate is a key factor for efficient
production of electricity from MFCs. Dry wastewater and landfill leachates could be also used as an
unconventional substrate form bioelectricity generation in MFC.
Membranes
Membrane is one of most important part of a MFC. It allows proton exchange but also separate the aerobic
and anaerobic chamber. The main purposes of the membrane: reduce the substrate flow from the anode to
cathode chamber, avoid the back-diffusion of the electron acceptor, and increase the efficiency. The
membrane should also not allow either gas to pass to the other chamber – this problem is named gas crossover
[33]. Splitting of the hydrogen molecule is easier by using a platinum catalyst. However, it is to split the oxygen
molecule, and this causes electric losses. Today the platinum is the best option because more appropriate
catalyst material for this process has not been discovered.
Many different types of membranes are used in microbial fuel cells. The most commonly used membrane is
Nafion – one of proton exchange membrane (PEM), because of its excellent thermal and mechanical stability.
Power generation in microbial fuel cells (MFCs) is a function of the surface areas of the proton exchange
membrane (PEM) and the cathode relative to that of the anode. Pores in Nafion structure allow movement of
cations but the anions or electrons are not conducted. Nafion could be manufactured with much different
cationic conductivity [34]. The nanoporous membrane that uses a non-PEM to generate passive diffusion
within the cell was recently developed. The membrane is a nonporous polymer filter (polycarbonate cellulose,
nylon) which offers comparable power densities to Nafion (a traditional PEM) with greater durability. Porous
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membranes simplify passive diffusion by that means reducing the power supplied to the MFC in order to keep
the PEM active and increasing the energy output.
Membraneless MFCs can deploy anaerobic bacteria in aerobic environments. However, membraneless
microbial fuel cells make that cathode contamination contain the indigenous bacteria and the power-supplying
microbe. The novel passive diffusion of nonporous membranes allows achieving the advantages of a
membrane-less MFC without problems with cathode contamination. What is more, nanoporous membranes
are cheaper than Nafion (Nafion-117, $0.22/cm2 vs. polycarbonate, <$0.02/cm2) [35].
PEM membranes could be also replaced with ceramic materials, which costs can be as low as $5.66 /m2. Good
transport of ionic species is possible because of the macroporous structure of ceramic membranes allows. The
materials used in ceramic MFCs are earthenware, alumina, terracotta, mullite and pyrophyllite [36].
According to the presence of membrane, there have occurred problems such as biofouling, limited proton
transfer and high costs of the traditional PEM membranes. To avoid that situation, research by removing the
membrane from the MFC is still conducted. There are some experimental data which show that membraneless
MFC has high proton transfer rate and lower cell internal resistance. Unfortunately, it is connected with oxygen
diffusion in the vicinity of anode, what makes that CE of the MFCs is dropped off by about 20% [32]. What is
more, membraneless MFC leads to assemble biofilms on cathode surfaces which cause that the diffusion of
oxygen is limited and by that, reduces MFC efficiency.
There are many advantages of membraneless technology like no membrane internal resistance membrane, no
biofouling issues, and lower MFC operational costs. Membraneless technology is not advisable for long term
MFC performance because of high oxygen and substrate crossover rate which can result in lower MFC
efficiency.
Applications
MFCs have been studied as a renewable energy source. Unfortunately, application of MFCs is actually limited.
With further improvements in cost effectiveness, design, and efficiency based on these near-term applications,
there is a possibility to scale-up and use MFCs as a renewable energy resource.
Microorganisms could perform the double duty of generating power and degrading effluents in wastewater
treatment. Actually MFCs are under serious consideration as equipment to produce electrical power in the
course of treatment of agricultural, industrial and municipal wastewater. When microbes oxidize organic
compounds in wastewater, electrons are released yielding a steady source of electrical current. If power
generation in these systems could be increased, MFCs can provide a new method to makes operating costs of
waste water treatment plants lower. Advanced waste water treatment could be more affordable in both
industrialized and developing nations. What is more, MFCs are also known to generate less excess sludge if
they compared to the aerobic treatment process [21, 22].
To understand and model ecosystem responses, data on the natural environment are required. Sensors
distributed in the natural environment could not work without power for operation. It is a possibility to use
MFCs to power such devices, in water environments where it is difficult to routinely access the system to
replace source of electric. Power densities are lower in sediment fuel cells because of the lower organic matter
concentrations and their higher intrinsic internal resistance. The low power density could be offset by energy
storage systems which release data in bursts to central sensors [37].
The power requirement for electronic devices has been reduced due to development of micro-electronics and
related disciplines. Traditionally, batteries are used to power chemical sensors and telemetry devices, but in
some applications replacing batteries on a regular basis is impractical, time-consuming, and costly. MFCs could
be a possible solution to this problem. Using self-renewable power supplies, which can operate for a long time
using local resources could be promising application of MFCs. Researchers should focused on selecting suitable
organic and inorganic substances that could be used as sources of energy [38].
Another potential application of the MFCs is to use it as a sensor for pollutant analysis and in situ process
monitoring and control. Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD) is the amount of dissolved oxygen required to meet
the metabolic needs of aerobic microorganisms in water rich in organic matter, for example: sewage. The
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correlation between the concentration of assimilable organic contaminants in wastewater and the coulombic
yield of MFCs makes MFCs possible to use it as BOD sensors. An MFC-type BOD sensor could be kept
operational for over five years without extra maintenance, longer in service life span than different types of
BOD sensors [39].
MFCs operating on organic waste could be an interesting alternative for hydrogen production. In such devices,
anaerobic conditions are maintained in the cathode chamber and additional voltage is applied to the cathode.
According to this, protons are reduced to hydrogen on the cathode [40].
Project of microbial fuel cell with exchangeable membrane – experimental studies
Up to now much attention has been paid to the improvement of both MFC architecture and component
materials to obtain better overall performance. However, there is still lack of knowledge about selection of
potentially attractive materials with high surface area for MFC fabrication, as well as novel techniques for rapid
and stable prototyping and manufacturing. Many studies published to date concern bioelectrochemical
systems (BES) made out of mainly Plexiglas or glass. On the other hand, only a small part of available data was
obtained in systems built from other casings like nanocure, polypropylene or polycarbonate, which seem to be
very promising due to their structural properties. Thus, there is still a research gap for experimental work with
thermoplastics that could lead to developing novel and much more beneficial solutions in the field of BES
constructing. As it was mentioned above the performance of MFC depends not only on both electrodes
materials and characteristics (e.g. surface area, conductivity, chemical stability and biocompatibility), but also
on the geometry of the system, and on the internal surface of the bioreactor. Thus, in the last decades
engineers made the effort to improve and simplify the fabrication procedures. The usage of popular glass or
Plexiglas materials for building the MFC devices limits significantly the range of possible shapes and
incorporating more detailed, small-scale elements into the outer packaging. Moreover, the process of
manufacture is much more laborious, time-consuming, expensive and requires very precise work. Therefore, a
completely new approach based on the Additive Manufacturing (AM), also named 3D-printing, has been
proposed and tested within this work. It has already been examined for medical applications (implants, tissue
engineering), building industry, wind turbines designing and fabrication etc., where it ensured lots of
improvements, also from economic point of view. AM techniques can be applied for fabrication of a MFC that
can promote biofilm formation. Such casing does not contain any other additional elements like clamps, screws
or clips. It also does not require gaskets or sealants preventing from leakage that are common in BES made out
of e.g. Plexiglas. The need for assembly can be reduced or even eliminated and the unit can be rich in microdetails and thus very complex and intricate. High degree of design freedom, utilizing flexible, thermo-plastic
materials (filaments) allow to precise manufacturing of bioreactor surface with a high surface area and with a
variety of shapes and sizes.
Objectives
The usefulness of 3D-printing technology and wide range of its capabilities for monolithic MFC fabrication will
be demonstrated. Only a few papers [41, 42, 43, 44] propose utilization of 3D-printed bioreactors or their
components instead of the classic, Plexiglas or glass devices. AM offers the ability to produce complex
geometries at relatively high speeds. Taking into account the multitude of benefits offered by AM in terms of
fast and precise designing and production process, such technique should be considered as a most perspective
in the near future. The process of system designing and optimisation can be facilitated and improved by the
use of 3D-printing, through elimination of the need for costly assembly and multi-part, time-consuming
production. Moreover, it offers also a significant degree of design freedom and eliminates human errors. By
changing the design parameters of each component such as surface area, shape, printing resolution, thickness
and extent of filling, the structure of printed device can be easily manipulated and, in consequence its
performance can be quickly improved. This is a great and general advantage of applying 3D-printing technology
for MFC fabrication.
The aim of this work was to:
§ Design Double compartment MFC consist of anode and cathode parts, physically separated by a
membrane with movable module for exchangeable membrane.
§ Apply the AM technology for MFC fabrication.
§ Conduct an experiment and confirm the potential of 3D-printed MFC for the lab-scale experiments.
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Design of MFC and printing procedure
Simple model of double compartment MFC was designed using Solidworks software. Size of the designed
bioreactor: 120 mm x 92 mm, size of membrane: 90 mm x 80 mm.

Fig. 4. Design of MFC with exchangeable membrane
Source: Author’s

The model was printed with 3 D printer Zortrax M200®. Due to its unique characteristic (i.e. easy to mould,
light and strong) High Impact Polystyrene (HIPS) dissolve-able filament was chosen as a coating material for
MFC fabrication. HIPS is a low cost, tough plastic that is easy to thermoform and fabricate, often used
for countertop point of purchase displays and indoor signs where ease of fabrication is essential. It is a
thermoplastic suitable for making high quality, lightweight parts. It is soluble in D-Limonene which makes it the
ideal support material. The 3D printed MFC was prepared in organic solvent before the experiment. The
method of attachment membrane is shown in Fig. 5. Membrane is inserted between two frames and this
module is put in special, thick channel. Good fit ensure tightness system.
Experimental methodology and first test results
Anaerobic chamber contained steel wool as an anode and sewage sludge (500 mL) from wastewater treatment
plant was used as source of microorganisms. Aerobic compartment was filled with tap water (500 mL). To
obtain aerobic condition the air pump was used. The chambers are physically separated with self-made agar
membrane. The microorganisms were fed with 10% solution of acetic acid (2 mL).

Fig. 5. MFC’s view from above
Source: Author’s
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Experimental system consisted of: 1 - multimeter (VOM), 2 - 3D printed MFC, 3 - air pump is shown in Fig. 6.
Voltage generated by microorganisms was measured and saved at the same intervals of time.
As it can be seen from the Fig. 7 the performance of MFC system was quite stable during the experiment. The
highest voltage was observed at the beginning of the test (20th measurement). No leakage from the device was
noticed and the structure of the HIPS casing seemed to be unaffected by the introduced media. Such positive
results may let to the conclusion that AM technique could successfully be applied for easy and quick fabrication
of MFC for the lab-scale experiments. The next step of the study should be focused on improving the
performance of MFC by its structural modifications (e.g. changing the internal porosity).
In AM technique a degree of surface modification depends on the resolution of the printer (dozens of
micrometers) and the thickness of the print layer (as standard 0.4 micrometers), what allows for obtaining
rough and porous structures. This can promote the formation of biofilm and the high retention of biomass in
the bioreactor will be achieved. Also, the development of biofilm can eliminate the biomass wash out. Another
very important issue for investigation will be to find the best thermoplastic materials for such application,
which should be resistant to the aggressive media, safe for the microorganisms and durable for long-term
operation.

Fig. 6. Exemplary experimental system: (1) Multimeter, (2) 3D printed MFC, (3) Air pump
Source: Author’s
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Fig. 7. Changing voltage in time
Source: Author’s

Summary
There are still many challenges in bioelectricity generation. Because of the promise of sustainable energy
generation from different substrates such as organic wastes, research has been intensified in this field in the
last few years. The power from MFC is unstable and depends on pH, temperature, types of microbes,
composition of feedstock, toxic substances and type of construction. MFC could be also used as biosensors and
to produce secondary fuels (like hydrogen). The high potential hidden in waste could be used as a limitless
source of energy. The proposed MFC 3D printed system with exchangeable membrane allows increasing the
opportunities to research about different types, material and size of membranes. The size of 3D model could be
changed and adjust to every lab test with MFC. Fast and low cost 3D printed technology provides flexibility in
shape and size of device. To maximize effective specific surface area of anode, steel wool was used as a support
for growing biofilm. The module where the membranes are placed enable to research the same conditions in
MFC with different membrane, what reduce variable parameters. Properly selected dissolve-able filament
causes stable and easy to operated working conditions. There are still many technical and economic challenges
in MFC construction but if microbial fuel cells deliver on their promise wastewater will be waste not longer. In
the next three years CBI Pro-Akademia, will have the great opportunity to support this kind of research
activities. Within the International M-Era.net Project “BioElectroCathode”, 3D printing technology (Additive
Manufacturing) will be optimized and intensively developed to fabricate BES for industrial CO2 sequestration.
Polish Partners (CBI and Omni3D Sp. z o.o.) together with their scientific partners from Cyprus will design and
test in both lab- and semi-industrial scale, novel, memberaneless 3D printed bioreactors to determine their
capability for real scale implementation.
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